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An Analysis of Soft and Hard Measures Aiming at a Less Car-Based Form of Leisure Mobility
• In Switzerland most traﬃc is caused by
individual mobility
• Leisure travel is most important purpose
for individual traﬃc and accounts for 44%
of all km travelled in individual mobility [1]
• Leisure travel is predicted to increase [2]
• Conﬂict with energy reduction goals and
environmental protection goals since 64%
[1] of leisure travel is by car
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Experiment Flow

Research Questions

START: general informa1on on the experiment and how respondents can get addi1onal informa1on

Even though leisure mobility is the most important
mobility reason in individual traﬃc in Switzerland and
highly car-based, there is not much research on it.
However, this would be important in order to introduce
policy measures that successfully reduce energy
consumption and CO2 emissions per capita.

random assignment of the 737 respondents to either the control or one of the 5 treatment groups
T1: Social Norm

* There was no picture in the car box

T5: CO2 tax

informa1on on long distance scenario

choice tasks:
1) ADer being exposed to the treatment, or the basic
informa1on for the control group respec1vely, respondents
had to rate on a ﬁve point Likert scale how likely they would
be on choosing the presented modes of transport.
2) Respondents had to indicate which of the presented modes
they would pick (prefer), if they did the trip the next day.
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follow-up ques1ons short distance scenario

follow-up ques1ons long distance scenario

First Results and Expected Impact
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LONG (100km):
Car, PT, Mul1 Modal

SHORT (5km):
Car, PT, Bike

informa1on on short distance scenario

Importance Of Reasons For Choosing The Car

Long (100 km)

T4: Exercising

order of short and long scenarios was assigned randomly

• What determines mode choice in leisure travel?
• What instrument (ﬁnancial or non-ﬁnancial) is
successful in bringing a less car-based form of
leisure mobility?
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T3: Usable Time

**

Therefore we conducted an online experiment within
the SHEDS [3] wave 2018 to learn more about the
reasons of mode choice in leisure travel and to test
some of the discussed policy measures. We examine
ﬁnancial and non-ﬁnancial measures and aim at
answering the following research questions:

Easiest Way
Fast
Independent From Public Transport
Convenient Parking Possibilities
I Enjoy It
Public Transport Inconvenient
I'm Used To It
Public Transport Stop Too Far Away
Safety
Taking With Me Other People Or Goods
Most Of My Friends Use This Option
Only Viable Option
Prefer Travelling Alone
Making use of travel time
Cheapest Option

T2: Road-pricing

*

** For PT it was shown how much travel 1me
one could spend working, sleeping etc.

TO: Control

We shed light on reasons for mode choice in leisure travel and aim to
inform policy makers on successful measures to shift leisure mobility
towards a less car-based form of transport. First results show that:
• For short distance trips (5 km) respondents prefer car (39%) to bike
(37%) and public transport (25%), whereas for the long distance trips
respondents prefer public transport (52%) to car (46%) and multi-modal
mobility (public transport with car-sharing) (2%).
• Car users value comfort aspects related to the «easiest way», «travelling
fast» and «being independent» more than «price» when choosing the
mode of transport.

5

• From the policy measures tested in our experiment, the social norm
treatment is most likely to reduce car usage for short-distance leisure
trips.
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